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ABSTRACT

This paper is about an approach to the flexible utilization of old plans called adaptive planning. An adaptive planner can take advantage of the details associated with specific plans, while still maintaining the flexibility of a planner that works from general plans. Key elements in the theory of adaptive planning are its treatment of background knowledge and the introduction of a notion of planning by situation matching. This paper will discuss a theory of adaptive planning as it applies to the domain of commonsense planning. The theory of adaptive planning has been embodied in a computer program called PLEXUS.
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1. Introduction

Suppose a planner intends to transfer between airplanes, and the planner's normal plan is to:
- Exit first airplane via arrival gate.
- Determine departure gate.
- Walk to the departure gate.
- Board second airplane via departure gate.

In a small airport this old plan would work just fine. But in a larger airport, say Kennedy Airport where there is more than one terminal, if the arrival and departure gates were in different terminals, the plan would have to be modified (e.g. the planner would have to take a shuttle between terminals).

Adaptive planners are concerned with the problem of re-using old plans; in the case of the example above, an adaptive planner would refit the normal 'airplane transfer' plan to the novel circumstances at the Kennedy Airport. Previous research in this area has tended to be either much too restrictive in the utilization of old plans or has emphasized the problems of retrieval. Other research efforts were more focussed on positioning such techniques in the larger context of planning (or reasoning) than in the actual problem of utilization, or have been derailed into knowledge acquisition. But the central problem remains: It does little good to find old plans, or classify and prepare for the circumstances of utilization, if there are no detailed models of how the old plans can be re-used. Where adaptive techniques have been discussed, the role of knowledge has been largely abandoned in favor of a return to weak methods. The work described in this paper balances...
these views by emphasizing the problem of utilization. The refitting techniques that are described will be sufficiently robust to handle a wide range of relationships between old plans and new situations.

This paper will include some discussion of an adaptive planner called PLEXUS that models a planner refitting old plans to new situations in the commonsense planning domain. The organization of this paper is as follows: The remainder of the introduction includes a discussion of the major themes in adaptive planning and a review of the planning literature. The second section of the paper will discuss various issues concerning the representation of the background knowledge. This section begins with a discussion of the importance of background knowledge and ends with a description, and some motivation, of the four types of background knowledge used by PLEXUS. The third section of the paper gives an overview and some of the details of the PLEXUS computational model. This section includes traces of PLEXUS processing several examples. The paper concludes with a summary of the argument.

1.1. Themes

Consider a general plan for buying books at a book store in contrast to a specific plan I have for trading books at a used bookstore in Berkeley called Moe's. The general plan for buying a book is that I go to the bookstore, browse, select a book, take the book to the cashier, exchange, and then leave. My specific plan for trading books at Moe's add steps, such as bringing the old books to the book store, provides ordering information, such as the fact that I bring my old books to the bookstore before I try to trade books, and refines steps of the more general plan, such as 'trading via a set policy' instead of 'exchanging'. The advantage of my more general book buying plan is that it applies in any number of situations, including the Moe's situation. The disadvantage of using the general plan in a book trading situation is that the planner will need to rediscover many of the details associated with the more specific plan.

Much of the previous work in planning has tended to emphasize general plans over specific plans. Adaptive planning uses a mixture of specific and general plans, but foregrounds specific plans. Since much of commonsense planning occurs in typical situations, one advantage of foregrounding specific plans is that they are tailor-made for the planner's normal circumstances. Moreover, even in the cases where the more specific plan must be re-fit, many times the cost of such changes will be much less than the cost of dealing with the subgoal and subplan interactions inherent in a process that works by instantiating more general plans.

Adaptive planning makes the background knowledge associated with the old plan explicit. Previous approaches to re-using old plans have dealt with an old plan in relative isolation and, therefore, the refitting task has been considerably more complicated. By making the content and organization of the background knowledge explicit, it becomes possible to re-use an old plan in a wide variety of situations.

PLEXUS' knowledge-base takes the form of a network. The background knowledge associated with an old plan is determined by the old plan's position in the network. The network includes taxonomic, partonomic, causal, and role
knowledge. PLEXUS uses the taxonomic structure not only for the purposes of property inheritance, but also as a basis for performing two important reasoning functions: abstraction and specialization. The partonomic structure is used to aid in determining the piece of network which needs to be refitted in a given situation. The causal knowledge serves several functions: It identifies the abstraction which preserves the purpose of the old step, supplies appropriateness conditions, and provides dependency links between step. The role relations are used by PLEXUS for cross indexing purposes.

An important piece of the background knowledge are the more general plans. It is by having access to these more general plans that an adaptive planner gains flexibility. When a step in the old plan fails it is not totally abandoned, but rather it is treated as representative of the category of action which is to be accomplished. In the case of transferring between airplanes at Kennedy airport, the failing step, walking between arrival and departure gates, is representative of the correct category of action, 'travelling'. An adaptive planner uses the category knowledge, as represented by the failing step, to determine its eventual course of action, 'taking a shuttle'. PLEXUS achieves this by exploiting the background knowledge about categories in two ways. It determines what is right about the old plan step by a process of abstraction. During abstraction, PLEXUS removes the details from the old plan step that made it inappropriate in the current context. During specialization, it determines a more appropriate plan from which to interpret its course of action. In the case of the airplane transfer example, by a process of abstraction it determines that what is in common between the old plan step and the new situation is 'travelling', and by a process of specialization it identifies the alternate plan to take a shuttle.

Making explicit the background planning knowledge allows for a different kind of planner. Rather than planning by problem solving, it becomes possible to plan by situation matching. Rather than treating the old plan as a partial solution which is modified using weak methods, the old plan is used as a starting point from which the old and new situations are matched, and in the course of the matching a new plan is produced. The interaction of planning knowledge and the current situation determine a plan which fits the current context and realizes the goal. The interaction works in both directions. In the direction of planning knowledge to situation, the old plan serves as a basis for interpreting the actions of other agents and the various objects in the new situation. Moreover, it provides the planner with a course of action. In the direction of situation to planning knowledge, it is the situation which provides selection cues that aid the planner in determining an alternate course of action when complications arise.

Consider planning by situation matching in contrast to planning by problem solving. Planning by problem-solving is a constructive process: The connections between pieces of a plan are forged using various problem-solving techniques. Planning by situation matching takes an old plan and uses its position in a network of plans as a starting point for finding a match between the requirements of the new plan situation and some portion of the network of plans. Where planning by problem-solving is a constructive process, planning by situation matching works by matching what is known to what exists. Where planning by problem-solving achieves flexibility by emphasizing techniques, planning by situation
matching achieves it by emphasizing the structure of knowledge.

1.2. Planning Literature

The earliest work in planning in Artificial Intelligence grew out of the work on weak method problem solving (weak methods: Newell, 1974) [1]. Given an initial state and a goal state, a means-ends problem-solver (GPS: Newell & Simon, 1972) [2] selects an operator to reduce the difference between the current state and the goal. In the case of GPS (Ernst and Newell) there existed a table that associated differences with the types of operators that reduced them. When a difference occurred GPS used the table to find an operator to reduce that kind of difference. STRIPS (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971) [3] formalized means-ends analysis in terms of predicate calculus.

In contrast to these approaches, adaptive planning reduces differences when a step in a plan fails, but not differences between operators, but instead differences between the old plan and the current situation. A second difference is the manner in which an adaptive planner reduces the differences. Where GPS uses a difference table, and STRIPS backchaining using preconditions and postconditions, Adaptive Planning reduces differences using the categorization hierarchy. By abstraction, an adaptive planner finds out what is in common between the old plan step and the new situation. By specialization, it finds an alternate detailed step from which to work. A third difference is that means-ends analysis is intended to work in knowledge poor contexts, where adaptive planning is intended to work in knowledge rich situations.

One of the problems of weak methods was that for planning problems with large search spaces the planner could rapidly run into the problem of combinatorial explosion. Some of the early work at SRI addressed this issue: first by introducing larger operators and then by introducing hierarchical planners.

The first SRI approach, MACROPS (Fikes & Nilsson, 1972) [4] attempted to deal with the problem of combinatorial explosion by working with larger chunks of knowledge. The application domain of MACROPS was robot problem solving. Solutions to old problems were generalized by substituting variables for the arguments of some of the operators. During planning, if some portion of an old plan, in its generalized form, achieved some goal or subgoal of the new plan it was reused. The major limitation on MACROPS was that it failed to deal with the problem of flexibility. The goals and situation of the old plan, except for where variables were substituted for constants, had to identically match the new situation. For most real world problems it is rarely the case that the old and new plan situations are identical.

The second approach that came out of the early work at SRI was concerned with hierarchical planners (Sacerdoti: 1974, 1977) [5,6]. The key insight of hierarchical planners was to solve problems in a more abstract space and then gradually instantiate more details. For example, Sacerdoti developed two such approaches: ABSTRIPS (1974) [5], which abstracted over preconditions, and NOAH (1977) [6], which abstracted over operators. As hierarchical planners of this sort gradually instantiate a plan they must deal with the interactions of both goals and subplans. The interaction of parts can result in either reordering steps
or backing up to resolve the problem at a higher abstraction level.

Like MACROPS, adaptive planning works by re-using old plans. Unlike MACROPS, it addresses the problem of flexibility. Like ABSTRIPS, adaptive planning has access to abstraction hierarchies. Unlike ABSTRIPS, it works from complete specific plans - foregrounding them while backgrounding the more abstract ones.

The other important themes in the planning literature has to do with cognitive theories of planning. Adaptive planning responds to several key ideas in this literature.

As opposed to the relatively straightforward conjunctive goal problems dealt with by robot planners, commonsense planners construct plans for more complicated scenarios. McDermott (1978) [7] characterized these more complicated scenarios as tasks: “I introduce the notion of task - any describable action to which the interpreter is committed” (p 73-74). Like ABSTRIPS, McDermott’s planner, NASL, worked by gradually instantiating more general plans. The emphasis of McDermott’s work was on techniques for interleaving planning and acting; so where ABSTRIPS compiled plans, NASL interpreted them. Like NASL, adaptive planning interleaves planning and acting, but not only because it is characteristic of commonsense planning, but also because it is the interaction which drives much of the access to knowledge.

Wilensky’s approach to planning grew out of the work at the Yale AI Laboratory on plan-based approaches to text understanding (Schank & Abelson, 1977; Wilensky 1977) [8,9]. Much of the planning that characters do in stories is common-sense planning. Wilensky claimed that an important characteristic of common-sense planning is that it is knowledge intensive. He argued (1983,1984) [10,11] that the planning and understanding systems shared planning knowledge - not only knowledge about plans, but also knowledge about how to plan. The emphasis of his work was on knowledge concerning goal interactions. Eventually he outlined (1983) [11] a meta-planner which controlled the planning process via a set of higher level goals and plans called meta-goals and meta-plans.

Like Wilensky’s notion of commonsense planner, an adaptive planner is a knowledge intensive planner. Wilensky posited a much more elaborate goal structure than is used by PLEXUS. For example, he emphasizes the role of goals in plan selection. PLEXUS also uses goal information, but integrates it into a more general indexing scheme (see below for comments on Kolodner’s work). Unlike Wilensky’s proposal, which does not propose solutions for the problem of refitting, flexibility is a central issue for PLEXUS.

Carbonell’s work was the first attempt to deal with the problem of using old specific plans in commonsense situations. The techniques he proposes are much more extensive then those used in Macrops. He argued that in many cases more general examples were not available, and consequently specific plans could be used to reason by analogy. He has suggested two approaches to employing analogies. His first approach [12,13] applied a means-ends analysis to an old problem, gradually transforming it into a solution for a new problem. His second approach [14] called derivational analogy, attempts to recreate the decision making process of relevant past problem solving situations, and apply that decision making process
to the new problem situation.

An important difference between Carbonell's work and the work on adaptive planning, concerns the proposed roles of specific plans in the planning process. For Carbonell, a specific plan is used only when more general plans are not available. In adaptive planning, specific plans are foregrounded and the general plans are in the background and are used to accommodate differences between old plans and new situations.

A second difference concerns the relation between derivational histories and background knowledge. A derivational history might include some of the background knowledge, but the two are distinguishable. Consider the following two cases. If the old plan was learned by rote there would not be any derivational history, but there would be background knowledge. Even in the cases where there exists a derivational history it is not at all clear that all of the relevant background knowledge was brought to bear in the previous problem solving situation, in which case the planner does not have access to all the potentially relevant knowledge. Moreover, the derivational history is missing an important part of the background knowledge: the abstraction hierarchy. Whereas adaptive planning can exploit the abstraction hierarchy by treating failing steps as representative of the category of action it wishes to perform, both of Carbonell's approaches are forced to use more traditional methods, such as the ones used by GPS and STRIPS, to refit failing steps. Overall the difference can be described as follows: A derivational history represents the decision making process that devised the old plan. The background knowledge represents the relationships between the old plan and the other pieces of knowledge that are related to it.

The third set of differences is largely a terminological dispute. Carbonell refers to his work as analogical reasoning. His position appears to be that if things aren't nearly identical, it must be a case of analogy. In this work I have opted for the tripartite terminology suggested by Gentner (1983) [15]: nearly identical, similar, and analogy. For Genter a relationship is analogical if the predicates mapped over to the new situation are only of a higher order. Given such a classification, I take adaptive planning to be working mostly from similar examples. For example, I take the problem of transferring between planes to be a case of similarity - not analogy.

Finally adaptive planning is in the spirit of recent work in artificial intelligence on modelling human memory (Kolodner, 1983ab; Schank, 1980) [16-18]. Kolodner's early work (CYRUS) was concerned with the problem of reconstructive memory. Her later work with Simpson [19,20] has begun to deal with the problem of retrieval for case based reasoning. In both cases Kolodner uses indexing techniques for selecting specializations of categories. Other researchers have also addressed the problem of initial retrieval. Hammond's work refines the goal inter-relationships suggested by Wilensky and uses them for initial retrieval in case-based reasoning. The recent work of Hendler (1985) [21] suggests some spreading activation techniques.

In general, where these researchers have emphasized the problem of initial retrieval, the work on adaptive planning balances that view by investigating issues concerning flexibility and usage. There is some overlap between the specialization
techniques that PLEXUS uses and the indexing techniques used in CYRUS. PLEXUS is like CYRUS in that it uses indexing techniques for specialization but differs in that the techniques it uses for subcategory selection is geared towards planning and emphasizes the interaction between the planner's knowledge and its current circumstances. One advantage of using general indexing schemes, over purely goal-based ones, is that it allows the planner to differentiate between two plans that are associated with the same goal. For example, the plan to 'buy a ticket from a machine' and the plan to 'buy a ticket from a teller' cannot be differentiated by goals but can be differentiated by other kinds of cues from the situation. Moreover, there are many situations where a step in a plan needs to be refit but no new goals have been introduced.

2. Representation of the Background Knowledge

Suppose a planner is about to ride the NYC subway for the first time, and uses its experiences on BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) to guide its planning activity. Consider the steps involved in riding BART (see figure 1). At the BART station I buy a ticket from a machine. Next, I feed the ticket into a second machine which opens a gate to let me into the terminal and then returns my ticket. Next I take the train. At the exit station I feed my ticket to another machine that keeps the ticket and then opens a gate to allow me to leave the station. Compare that to the steps involved in riding the NYC subway: buy a token from a teller, put the token into a turnstile and then enter, ride the train, and exit by pushing through the exit turnstile. Given the BART Plan as depicted in Figure 1, there appears to be little in common between the two procedures.

- In the BART case a ticket is bought from a machine, in the NYC subway case there is no ticket machine and instead a token is bought from a teller.
- In the BART case the ticket is returned after entering the station, in the NYC subway case the token is not returned after entry.
- In the BART case the ticket is needed to exit, in the NYC subway case the token is not needed to exit.

The problem with the BART Plan, as shown in figure 1, is that it represents this plan in isolation. In isolation the old plan does not provide enough information to refit it to the NYC subway situation. There is a great deal of background knowledge associated with the BART Plan that is not explicitly represented in the figure 1, but is needed in order to re-use the old plan. Without the background knowledge the BART Plan is practically useless in the construction of a plan for riding the NYC subway.
A key idea to understanding the adaptive planning approach to flexible knowing is:

- The content and structure of the background knowledge associated with the old plan must be explicit and available in order to effectively re-use the old plan in a novel context.

What is known about the BART Plan is not only the plan itself, but also that plan in relation to all the other planning knowledge that is available to the planner. Without the background knowledge most of the old plan would have to be abandoned. With the background knowledge accessible, in many cases it is possible to determine the source of the situation difference, extract out what is in common between the two situations, and use that as a basis for determining a better match for the new situation. For example, some of the background knowledge associated with the BART Plan (see figure 2) depicts the fact that the old and new situations do not match because there is no ticket machine at the NYC subway.

Moreover, it represents that 'buying a ticket' is what is in common between the two situations. Furthermore, an alternate plan which better fits the situation, buying a theatre ticket, is represented as a part of the background knowledge (i.e.
buying a NYC subway token is more similar to buying a theatre ticket than it is to buying a BART ticket). Adaptive planning develops techniques for exploiting the background knowledge and determining a better plan match for the new situation.

For PLEXUS the explicit background knowledge is represented in the form of a knowledge network. Since Woods (1975) [22] much of research concerning knowledge networks has emphasized epistemic issues. This paper will describe a network at what Brachman (1979) [23] has referred to as the conceptual level. Practically speaking, this means that I will be describing relations between planning concepts that are intuitively appealing and assume that these relations can be defined in a suitable epistemic network such as the ones described by Wilensky (KODIAK, 1985) [24], Brachman & Schmolze (KLONE, 1985) [25], Hendrix (partitioned networks, 1979) [26] and Bobrow & Winograd (KRL, 1977) [27].

The PLEXUS knowledge network currently contains four kinds of background knowledge: taxonomic, partonomic, causal, and role. In total, PLEXUS supports eight relationships amongst plans, steps, actions and their associated roles.

**Categorization Knowledge**

The *isa* relationship is used to indicate an inheritance relationship between two concepts. It is used to indicate both class-membership and class-subclass relationships. For example an isa relationship can be used to relate the planning concept 'vehicular travel' to both its class member ('car travel'), and its subclass ('mass transit travel').

![Figure 3: The isa hierarchy.](image)

Collectively the isa relationships of the network form a taxonomy. As PLEXUS moves up the isa hierarchy it is removing properties from a concept, and as it moves down the isa hierarchy it is adding properties to a planning concept. Thus the isa hierarchy is used not only for property inheritance, but also as a basis for performing two important reasoning functions: abstraction and specialization.

If a particular subclass is salient an asterisk will be appended to the isa relationship. Saliency can occur for any number of reasons, two examples are: to indicate the normal plan (default) or to highlight that a given plan is being used
Partonomic Knowledge

The background knowledge includes a partonomic hierarchy. Each plan is represented as a sequence of steps, and, recursively, each step is a plan which, in principle, can be decomposed into a sequence of steps (or actions). For example (see figure 4), steps in the BART Plan include: buying a ticket, entering a BART station through a turnstile, riding the train, and exiting a BART station through a turnstile. Furthermore, there are substeps involved in buying a ticket: putting money into the machine and receiving a ticket in return. In this paper, steps are numbered to indicate their order. Two steps that occur in any order will be depicted by appending the same number to them. If a step must occur concurrently throughout the duration of a plan it will have no number appended to it. Collectively the steps form a partonomic structure. PLEXUS uses the partonomic structure for aid in determining the piece of network which needs to be refitted in a given situation.

Causal Knowledge

The background knowledge includes five types of causal relations: purpose, reason, goal, preconditions, and outcome. The purpose relation is used to indicate the relationship between a plan (step or action) and the most abstract version of the plan which maintains its purpose. For example, the purpose of 'buying a BART ticket' is to 'gain access to some service' (see figure 5). The concepts between a plan-step and its purpose form a progression of abstractions which maintain the purpose of the current step. When a step in a plan does not match the current situation, PLEXUS considers as an alternate match only those plans which are specializations of plans which lie along the progression of abstractions as determined by the purpose relation (thus maintaining the purpose of a given step).

Figure 4: Steps and substeps.
Figure 5: The purpose of buying a BART ticket.

The reason relation (c.f. dependencies: Doyle, 1979; McDermott & Doyle, 1980; Carbonell, 1983) connects a plan step to some latter step in the plan. The reason relation indicates that there is some causal chain between the two steps. For example, the reason for 'buying a BART ticket' is that it is needed to 'enter the BART station' (see figure 6). Given that a step in a plan has failed and that PLEXUS has proposed an alternate match of the current situation, PLEXUS uses the reason relations to determine which of the latter steps in the plan have been effected.

Figure 6: The reason for buying a BART ticket.

A goal relation connects a step to its associated goals. For example, a goal associated with 'traveling' is to be at the destination (see figure 7). Steps can be associated with more than one goal. Collectively, goals form a taxonomy. PLEXUS uses the goal relations for matching an old plan to a situation where the planner's goals have changed.
Figure 7: A goal of travelling.

Roughly, in PLEXUS, purpose is synonymous with 'intent', goal with 'aim', and reason with 'justification'. The purpose of 'buying a BART ticket' is to 'gain access', the goal associated with it is to 'have a ticket', and the reason for doing it is that it makes it possible to 'enter the BART station'. Functionally these three relations are used quite differently. The purpose relation points to the most abstract version of a plan (the plan in its most rarefied form) and hence is instrumental in finding out what is in common between two situations. The reason relation captures dependencies between steps and is used for determining effects of changes. Goals are used for matching prestored aims to the currently active ones.

A precondition relation (c.f. precondition formula, Fikes & Nilsson 1971) [3] connects a step to necessary conditions that must be occurring, or have occurred, in the world as that step is about to be applied. For example, a necessary condition of 'buying a theatre ticket' is that a 'ticket booth' must exist at the point at which that plan is applied (see figure 8).

Figure 8: A precondition on buying a theatre ticket.

An outcome relation connects a step to its expected outcomes. For example, an outcome associated with 'buying a ticket' is 'having a ticket' (see figure 9). PLEXUS uses the outcome relation to check to see if the expected outcome and actual outcome of an action (or plan) diverge.

Figure 9: An outcome of buying a BART ticket.

Role Knowledge

A role relation connects a concept to one of its slots. The current version of PLEXUS associates with each of the roles a type constraint which PLEXUS uses to control the process of interpreting a new situation in terms of an old plan. For example, one of the roles associated with 'buying a ticket' is 'ticket' which is type constrained to be a 'permission marker' (see figure 10). Another way to state the
relationships between 'ticket' and 'permission marker' is that 'ticket' is the default value of the 'permission marker' slot of the 'buying ticket' plan. Future versions of PLEXUS will refine the techniques for matching roles to objects by exploiting more of the knowledge associated with the role filler.

![Diagram of roles and constraints]

Figure 10: Roles and constraints.

The role relations are also used by PLEXUS for cross indexing purposes. Within a plan class, subclasses are cross indexed by other concepts in the network using the role relation. These distinguishing features are depicted in the network, and in turn relate to some other part of the network. For example one of the distinguishing features of 'car travel' is that a 'car must exist' (see figure 7). Distinguishing features are used by PLEXUS to control movement up and down the isa hierarchy (c.f. lock/key memory system, Kolodner 1983 [17]).

3. Situation Matching

3.1. PLEXUS - An adaptive planner

PLEXUS uses the old plan to interpret its course of action in its current circumstances. It considers the steps, one step at a time, in order. If a step is not an action it adapts substeps in a depth-first fashion before moving onto the next step in the plan. When a given step of the old plan has been adapted to the current circumstances, PLEXUS simulates a planner taking action on that step before moving onto the next step in the plan - thus, as did NASL (McDermott, 1978 [7]), PLEXUS interleaves planning and acting.

Associated with each step (substep) in a plan are appropriateness conditions. The appropriateness conditions are intended to be suggestive that a particular course of action is reasonable to pursue. Before a step is applied, PLEXUS treats the preconditions and goals of the old plan as appropriateness conditions. After a step has been applied, PLEXUS treats the expected outcomes as appropriateness conditions. Appropriateness conditions are checked by testing the type constraints associated with each of the roles attached to the appropriateness condition. The type constraints are interpreted in terms of the network. Figure 11 shows some examples of appropriateness conditions associated with 'buying a theatre ticket': a precondition of 'buying a theatre ticket' is 'having money', a goal of 'buying a theatre ticket' is to be in 'possession of the ticket', and an outcome of 'buying a theatre ticket' is being in 'possession of a theatre ticket'.
A rough outline of the top-level decision procedure is shown below:

1) Are any of the before conditions associated with the old plan failing?
   a) Is this a case of step-out-of-order?
   b) Is this a case of failing precondition?

2) Has the current circumstances aroused a goal not accounted for by the current step?
   a) This is a case of differing goals.

3) Is the current step an action?
   a) If yes, perform the action.
   b) If no, proceed to adapt substeps.

4) Are any of the outcomes associated with the current step failing?
   a) This is a case of failing outcome?

5) Adapt next step.

If one of the before appropriateness conditions fails, or the current circumstances indicate a goal not accounted for by the old plan, one of three different types of situation difference is occurring: failing precondition, step-out-of-order, or differing goals. There is a fourth kind of situation difference, failing outcome, that occurs when one of the expected outcomes of a given step fails to occur. Associated with each of the types of situation difference are varying strategies. PLEXUS does not always consider the steps in order, under certain circumstances it looks ahead to the latter steps of the plan and adjusts them in anticipation of certain changes - thus PLEXUS has an element of opportunism (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1979) [28].

The core of PLEXUS are the matching techniques it uses for finding an alternate version of a step once it determines that the step needs to be refit. To find an alternate matching action for a given situation, PLEXUS treats the failing step as representative of the category of action it needs to perform, and then it proceeds to exploit the background knowledge in two ways.

- By a process of abstraction PLEXUS uses the background knowledge to determine a category of plans in common between the two situations.
- By a process of specialization PLEXUS uses the background knowledge to determine an alternate course of action which is appropriate to the current circumstances.
PLEXUS accomplishes abstraction by moving up the categorization hierarchy until it finds a plan where all the before appropriateness conditions are met. PLEXUS accomplishes specialization by moving down the categorization hierarchy until it finds a plan that is sufficiently detailed to be actionable.

3.2. Core of the Matcher (Managing the Knowledge)

There are at least two important considerations concerning the control of access to knowledge. One consideration is that there is a danger of the planner becoming overwhelmed by the wealth of knowledge (c.f. saturation, Davis 1980 [29]) that is available. The problem is that there are potentially too many plans that the planner might have to consider, and consequently, the planner could get bogged down in evaluating each candidate plan. Somehow the planner needs to be able to selectively consider the various alternatives available to it.

Another consideration in the control of access to knowledge comes from the cognitive science literature and is referred to as the problem of enumeration (e.g. Kolodner, 1983 [17]). The problem of enumeration is that humans do not appear to be capable of listing all the instances of a category without some other kind of prompting. When asked to list the states of the union, human subjects do not accomplish this by simply listing all the members of the category of states. For the concerns of adaptive planning the problem of enumeration comes in a slightly different guise. Given an abstract plan it is not reasonable to assume that a human planner could enumerate all of the specializations of that abstract plan.

The first of these considerations dictates that PLEXUS be selective in its choice of planning knowledge to use. The second of these considerations acts as a sort of termination condition: sometimes the planner knows the right plan but circumstances are such that it cannot find it. As a result of these considerations, PLEXUS' abstraction and specialization processes must be constrained. While moving up the abstraction hierarchy PLEXUS maintains the function of the step in the overall plan. Movement down the abstraction hierarchy, towards more detailed plans, is controlled by the interaction between the planner's knowledge and the current circumstances.

Abstraction

The way to think about abstraction of a plan is that it removes details from that plan; if a particular plan fails to match the current situation, some of the details of that particular plan must be removed. Moving up the abstraction hierarchy removes the details that do not work in the current situation while maintaining much of what is in common to the two situations. Effectively, the movement of abstraction is discovering the generalization which holds between the old and new situations given that a difference has occurred.

A given plan step can have any number of abstractions associated with it. Choosing the wrong abstraction can lead to the wrong action. The planner can avoid this problem by applying the following general rule:

- Ascend the abstraction hierarchy that maintains the purpose of the step in the plan that is being refitted.
By moving up the abstraction hierarchy that maintains the purpose of the step, PLEXUS attempts to maintain the function of the step in the overall plan and thereby mitigate the propagated effects of changes.

In general PLEXUS uses two techniques for moving up the abstraction hierarchy:

- If a plan is failing due to the existence of a particular feature of a plan, move to the point in the abstraction hierarchy from which that feature was inherited.
- Incrementally perform abstraction on a failing plan.

The first technique applies in situations where there is a specific feature in the old plan that does not exist in the current situation. The second technique of abstraction applies in situations where there is no identifiable feature which has to be removed. In such cases, PLEXUS incrementally moves up the abstraction hierarchy. In either case, for each abstraction it tries to find a specialization that will work in the current context. If it fails to find a specialization for a given abstraction, it moves to the next abstraction in the abstraction hierarchy.

**Specialization**

Via the process of specialization, PLEXUS moves from a more abstract plan towards more specific examples. PLEXUS navigation through the network is dependent on the planner’s current circumstances. PLEXUS descends down the classification hierarchy one step at a time. PLEXUS tests the applicability of a specialization by checking the before appropriateness conditions; if one of these conditions fails, the movement is rejected. At each point in the hierarchy PLEXUS is faced with one of five options:

1) Is the plan sufficiently detailed to act on?
2) Is there a feature suggested by the type of situation difference which cross indexes some subcategory of the current category of plan?
3) Is there an observable feature which cross indexes some subcategory of the current category of plan?
4) Is there an observable feature with an abstraction that cross indexes a subcategory of the current category?
5) Is there a salient subcategory?

PLEXUS stops descending the categorization hierarchy when it gets to a leaf node (option 1). If the node is not a leaf, it continues to descend (options 2-5). Sometimes the type of situation difference suggests cues for subcategory selections (option 2). Sometimes ‘observable features’ act as cues for subcategory selection (options 3-4). These ‘observable features’ can either directly cross index some subcategory of plan (option 3), or have an abstraction which cross indexes a subcategory of plan (option 4). Certain subcategories are salient regardless of context and can always be selected (option 5).

Many of these techniques are employed in the following example: Suppose a planner wants to transfer between planes at the Kennedy Airport in NYC. The planner’s normal plan for transferring between planes is to walk from the arrival to the departure gate. But when the planner arrives at Kennedy Airport the
arrival and departure gates turn out to be in different terminals. Suppose the planner decides that the walk between terminals is too strenuous, and thus a new goal is aroused: preserve energy. The detection of this goal has no correspondent in the old plan and it is determined that the plan must be adjusted to account for this goal; this is a case of the differing goals type of situation difference. By a process of abstraction, PLEXUS moves up the categorization hierarchy from the plan to 'walk' to the more general plan of 'travelling'. Next PLEXUS must determine an alternate plan, within the category of 'travelling', from which to act (see figure 12). The newly aroused goal acts as a cue for selecting 'vehicular travel' as a potential subcategory of plan from which to act (option 2). Suppose the planner has never used a shuttle before at an airport, but it sees (observable feature) a sign concerning 'airport shuttles'. An abstraction of 'shuttle' acts as a cue for selecting 'mass transit travel' as a subcategory of 'vehicular travel' (option 4). Moreover, 'shuttle' is a cue for selecting 'shuttle travel' as a subcategory of 'mass transit travel' (option 3). 'Shuttle travel' is sufficiently detailed for PLEXUS to attempt to adapt (option 1).

Figure 12: Vehicular Travel

3.3. Four types of situation differences

PLEXUS recognizes a number of types of situation difference. Associated with each type of situation difference are various strategies for determining a better match to the current situation. In this section of the paper I will describe four such situation difference types and the adaptive methods for handling each type of situation. These techniques involve identifying the step that needs to be re-fit, determining features which need to be abstracted out, and providing cues
for specialization. The techniques are cast in terms of the network relations that were described in the section on background knowledge.

**Failing Preconditions**

If PLEXUS can not find a correspondent for one of the preconditions of a plan (step) then it is not possible to apply that step and PLEXUS must refit it to the current circumstances. Consider an example:

The planner is travelling in San Francisco and intends to go to a bookstore to trade some books he has read for some other books he has not read. He intends to adapt an old plan for trading books at Moe's to the new circumstances at the bookstore in San Francisco. As is the case at Moe's, he takes the books that he wants to trade with him to the bookstore. When he arrives at the bookstore he discovers one of the differences between the two situations. At Moe's trading occurs under a fixed policy (for example, paperbacks are traded for a fixed percentage of the cover price). A precondition of the trading step of the Moe's book trade plan is that there exists a fixed policy under which to trade books. When he arrives at the San Francisco bookstore he discovers that at this bookstore there is no fixed policy at work: the type of difference between the two situation is failing precondition.

The type of difference between the two situations is failing precondition. A precondition of the 'trade-via-policy' step in the Moe's Plan is that the bookstore must have some sort of trading policy in force. At the San Francisco bookstore no such trading policy exists.

Given the background knowledge, to circumvent a failing precondition PLEXUS employs the basic mechanisms of abstraction and specialization. For failing preconditions abstraction works as follows:

- Move up the abstraction hierarchy, according to the purpose of the step, to a point at which the failing condition has been abstracted out.

For the trading books example, PLEXUS uses the **purpose** relation to select the correct abstraction hierarchy for the failing step 'trade via policy'. It abstracts out the condition that a trade policy must exist by moving up the hierarchy to the more abstract notion of 'trade'. In the event it is unable to find a specialization for trade it would continue move up the abstraction hierarchy, eventually allowing it to consider the notion of 'purchasing' the book. In this case, 'bartering' is a salient subcategory of 'trading', and it is adaptable to the planner's current situation.
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Working on step trade_via_policy.
Precondition exist policy is failing.
  Can neither delete trade_via_policy nor re-order steps
  Will try abstraction and specialization
    (Must abstract out feature policy)
  Found trade as an abstraction for trade_via_policy
    (barter is a salient subcategory of barter)
  Found barter as a specialization of trade
Action barter has been adapted and performed.
(No failing outcome)

Figure 13b: Trace of trading books.
**Failing outcome**

After applying a step in a plan, if PLEXUS cannot find a correspondent for one of the outcomes of the steps, it tries to find a better match for the situation. An example of a situation where a planner encounters a failed postcondition is:

The planner rents a car for the weekend. When it comes time to exit the car he attempts to use his normal plan. After parking the car, he puts it in neutral, sets the parking brake, and begins to perform a series of steering wheel actions. Two of the effects of the steering actions is to switch the engine off and remove the key. The plan he uses on his own car is to switch the engine off by turning the ignition key, and then remove the key by pulling it out. He tries this plan but when he pulls the key it fails to come out of the ignition lock.

The above is a case of a failed outcome because an expected outcome of the plan is that the planner retains his key. There are two ways in which PLEXUS can adjust to a failed outcomes:

- Find an alternate interpretation of the situation where that outcome is no longer necessary.
- Find an alternate plan which will achieve that outcome.

The basic idea behind the first method is that there are occasions where a planner does not need to change its course of action, but instead must re-interpret the events that are occurring. PLEXUS uses the `reason` relation to check to see if the failing outcome can be circumvented by re-interpreting other steps in a manner consistent with the failed outcome. In the case of removing the car key (see figure 14ab), PLEXUS uses the `reason` relation to check to see if there is an alternate interpretations of entering a car that are acceptable. In this case, the first policy fails, because the planner is unwilling to accept the alternate interpretations, and it must apply the second policy.

For failing outcomes, there is no specific feature to abstract out. Consequently, the only abstraction technique that is applicable to this situation is:

- PLEXUS incrementally moves up the abstraction hierarchy indicated by the purpose relation.

In this case, PLEXUS moves up to the concept of removing keys and attempts to find an alternate specialization that will work in the current context. For failed outcomes the situation type does not provide a specific feature to cross index on, consequently PLEXUS can use all of its specialization strategies. For the example of removing the car key, the plan that failed is the normal plan, so the first specialization strategy fails. When the planner attends to the steering wheel column it observes a button which acts as a cross index to the correct plan: while pushing the button, turn the key and then pull it out.
Figure 14a: Removing the ignition key.
Working on step pull_out_key
Action pull_out_key has been adapted and performed.
The outcome [have, key] is failing.
The reasons for doing pull_out_key are [enter_locked_car]

Projecting forward to step enter_locked_car
++++++
Entering default mode
Assuming following conditions are failing: [[have, key]]
  (Doing incremental abstraction)
  Cannot adapt enter_locked_car
Ending projection on step enter_locked_car
Ending default mode
++++++

Cannot find reasonable alternative for step enter_locked_car
  (Will try to find another plan for pull_out_key)
  (Doing incremental abstraction)
  Found remove_car_key as an abstraction for pull_out_key
  (remove_key_button is cross indexed by button)
  (Used observable feature button)
  Found remove_key_button as a specialization of remove_car_key
Action remove_key_button has been adapted and performed.

Figure 14b: Trace of removing the ignition key.
Differing Goals

There are a large number of cases where a situation difference is caused by the planner determining a goal in the current context that does not have a correspondent in the old plan. A third type of situation difference are the cases where a new goal has arisen which causes the planner to refit its old plan. Again consider the transfer-between-airplanes planning problem example:

A planner wants to transfer planes at the Kennedy Airport in NYC. His normal plan for transferring planes is to walk from the arrival gate to the departure gate. But at the Kennedy airport the arrival and departure gates are in different terminals. The assumption is that the planner knows about shuttle, but has never taken one at an airport.

The planner decides that the walk between terminals is too strenuous, and thus the above situation arouses a new goal: preserve energy. The detection of this goal has no correspondent in the old plan and it is determined that the plan must be adjusted to account for this goal. The only abstraction technique that is applicable to this situation is:

PLEXUS incrementally moves up the abstraction hierarchy indicated by the purpose relation.

In this case, PLEXUS moves up to the general concept of ‘travel’. (see figure 15ab).

Next PLEXUS must determine an alternate way of traveling within an environment other than walking. For situation differences concerning goals PLEXUS has the following constraint on specialization:

- The new plan must be indexed under both the old and new goals.

In some cases this constraint is sufficient to determine the specialization. In this case the preservation goal cross indexes the category of plans concerning vehicular travel, but not a course of action. To determine a course of action PLEXUS must continue to specialize. For the situation of differing goals PLEXUS can avail itself of all of its specialization rules: In this case none of the normal specializations are applicable. It might be possible to take a cab. PLEXUS observes a sign concerning shuttle service which triggers the recognition that mass transit travel, in particular shuttle-riding, might be applicable.
Figure 15a: Transferring Planes.
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Working on step walk
   preserve_energy is a new goal.
   (Doing incremental abstraction)
   Found travel as an abstraction for walk
   (Goal preserve_energy is a cross index for vehicular_travel)
   (shuttle is a mass_transit_vehicle)
   (and mass_transit_vehicle cross indexes mass_transit)
   (Used observable feature shuttle)
   (shuttle_mass_transit is cross indexed by shuttle)
   (Used observable feature shuttle)
   Found shuttle_mass_transit as a specialization of mass_transit
Action shuttle_mass_transit has been adapted and performed.
   (No failing outcome)

Figure 15b: Trace of transferring planes.
Step out of order

Sometimes PLEXUS is trying to apply an old plan to new circumstances and the situation is such that PLEXUS must apply a step out of order. An example of a situation where PLEXUS encounters a situation difference of the type 'step out of order' is:

A student planner is travelling in France. While in Paris he intends to eat at a student cafeteria because the meals are inexpensive. He has never been to a french student cafeteria before, so the plan he recalls is his normal cafeteria eating plan (see figure 16ab). His normal plan for eating at a cafeteria is that first he selects food and then he pays for it. But when he gets to the french student cafeteria, it turns out that he must pay first.

There are two kinds of adjustments that are possible when a planner perceives a step out of order.

- The intermediate steps should be deleted.
- The steps of the old plan need to be re-ordered.

In order to determine which kind of adjustment is applicable, PLEXUS treats the outcomes of the intermediate steps as cases of failed outcomes and tests to see if it is possible to find alternate interpretations of the situation where the failed outcome is no longer necessary. In the event that it succeeds in this task, PLEXUS assumes that the intermediate steps can be deleted and moves on to the next step in the plan. In the next section of the paper we will see an example of this case, but for the french student cafeteria example PLEXUS determines that the intermediate steps are necessary (i.e. if the planner is going to eat it needs to select food), and consequently attempts to re-order the steps. The method for testing if the steps can be re-ordered is:

- PLEXUS sequences through succeeding steps testing their preconditions.
- If one of the other steps can be applied, PLEXUS removes it from the sequence of steps, applies it, and proceeds with trying to apply the failing step.
- If none of the other steps can be applied, PLEXUS treats this as a case of failing precondition.

In the case of the french student cafeteria, PLEXUS can apply the step to 'pay the cashier'. After simulating action on that plan, PLEXUS proceeds with trying to 'select food'.
Figure 16a: Eating at a French Student Cafeteria
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Working on step select_food
  Precondition access food is failing.
  Can re-order steps. Will perform step pay_cashier
Action pay_cashier has been adapted and performed.
  (No failing outcome)

Working on step select_food
Action select_food has been adapted and performed.
  (No failing outcome)

Figure 16b: Trace of eating at a french student cafeteria.
3.4. An Extended Example

In this section of the paper we will take an extensive look at the BART-NYC Subway example. In the process of adapting the old BART plan to the novel circumstances of the NYC subway, PLEXUS will bring to bear situation matching techniques associated with three of the situation types previously mentioned.

In addition to the technical aspects of this discussion, there will be three recurrent themes which correspond to the three underpinnings of adaptive planning. That is to say, the background knowledge has been made explicit. Moreover, knowledge flexibility is being achieved by exploiting the structure of the background knowledge. Finally the ways in which PLEXUS detects and responds to differences results from a process of situation matching.

Assume that an adaptive planner intends to ride the NYC subway for the first time and that the planner is reminded of the BART Plan. The planner arrives at the NYC subway, descends the stairs, and begins to look for a ticket machine. None of the observable objects are ticket machines. It rejects the notion that the candy machine is somehow relevant. Consequently the precondition that there 'exist a ticket machine' is failing and PLEXUS must adapt the first step of the old plan (see figure 17ab).
Figure 17a: No Ticket Machine
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Working on step buy_ticket_machine
Precondition exist ticket_machine is failing.
  Can neither delete buy_ticket_machine nor re-order steps
  Will try abstraction and specialization
    (Must abstract out feature ticket_machine )
  Found buy_ticket as an abstraction for buy_ticket_machine
    ( buy_theatre_ticket is a salient subcategory of buy_theatre_ticket )
  Found buy_theatre_ticket as a specialization of buy_ticket
Action buy_theatre_ticket has been adapted and performed.
(No failing outcome)

Figure 17b: Trace of the no ticket machine situation.
In this case the type of situation failure is failing precondition. PLEXUS finds an abstraction, i.e. 'buy ticket', which does not incorporate the failing precondition, by moving up the 'isa' hierarchy in the direction indicated by the purpose relation. PLEXUS specializes that plan by cross indexing the abstract plan with 'ticket office', which is an observable object in the planner's immediate environment. The values of roles in the BART Plan are propagated to the plan to 'buy a theatre ticket', e.g. 'NYC subway ticket plays the role of 'theatre ticket'.

PLEXUS successfully applies this version of the step. During course of purchasing the 'ticket', PLEXUS is forced to again modify the plan under construction, this time substituting 'NYC subway token' for 'NYC subway ticket'.

Having accomplished a version of the first step, the adaptive planner proceeds to the second step. In this case it must use its procedure for entering BART as a basis for matching the NYC subway entrance situation (see figure 18ab). The first substep of this plan is to insert the token into the entrance machine. The planner successfully accomplishes this step.

![Diagram showing the planning process](image-url)

Figure 18a: Entering NYC Subway
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Working on step bart_enter
To perform bart_enter the following steps must be adapted:
   [insert_ticket, ticket_return, enter_no_barrier]

Working on step insert_ticket
Action insert_ticket has been adapted and performed.
   (No failing outcome)

Working on step ticket_return
   Precondition accessible permission_marker is failing.
   Can re-order steps. Will perform step enter_no_barrier
Action enter_no_barrier has been adapted and performed.
   (No failing outcome)

Working on step ticket_return
   Precondition accessible permission_marker is failing.
   Will try to treat outcomes of ticket_return as failing outcomes.

Projecting forward to step bart_exit
++++++
Entering default mode
Assuming following conditions are failing: [have_ticket]
   (Doing incremental abstraction)
   Found exit_institution as an abstraction for bart_exit
   (The cross index locking_door of exit_building )
   (is type constrained by barrier )
   (and exit_turnstile is of that type)
   (Used observable feature exit_turnstile )
   Found exit_building as a specialization of exit_institution
Found exit_building as possible alternative for bart_exit
Ending projection on step bart_exit
Ending default mode
++++++

project returns exit_building as a substitution for bart_exit
Step ticket_return can be deleted

Finished adapting steps of bart_enter
Action bart_enter has been adapted and performed.
   (No failing outcome)

Figure 18b: Trace of entering NYC subway situation.
The next substep of 'BART enter' is that the ticket is returned by the machine, after which the turnstile opens and the planner enters. In this case the token is not returned but it is possible to push through the turnstile. Hence the type of situation difference is 'step out of order'. Recall that here are two sets of strategies associated with 'step out of order':

- Delete intermediate steps.
- Find an alternate plan which reorders steps.

PLEXUS begins by trying the first set of strategies. In order to delete intermediate steps PLEXUS must treat the outcomes of each intermediate step as a case of a 'failing outcome' and test to see if the latter steps in the plan affected by the failing outcome can be adapted.

In this case there is only one intermediate step, 'ticket returned'. The outcome associated with this intermediate step is that the planner 'has the ticket' (or in this case 'token') (see figure 19ab). PLEXUS applies the first strategy associated with the situation difference type 'failed outcome':

Find an alternate interpretation of the situation where that outcome is no longer necessary.

PLEXUS uses the reason relation to associated with 'ticket return' to determine which of the latter steps are affected by the failing outcome. In this case, the reason that the ticket is returned is so it can be used when exiting the station (see figure 19ab).

PLEXUS must try to re-interpret exit in such a manner that it can exit without a ticket. This leads to a situation of failed precondition for the step 'BART-EXIT'. Via abstraction PLEXUS extracts that 'exiting an institution' is what is in common between the old plan and the new situation. PLEXUS 'observes' the exit turnstile and uses it as a cross index for determining 'exit_building' as an alternate plan for 'exiting the station', where 'exit turnstile' plays the role of 'locking door'. Since it can find an alternate interpretation to 'exiting the station', which does not involve using a ticket, PLEXUS treats the step-out-of-order situation, that occurs during execution of the plan 'BART enter', as a case of deletion.
Figure 19a: Exiting NYC Subway
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Projecting forward to step bart_exit

Entering default mode
Assuming following conditions are failing: [have, ticket]
(Doing incremental abstraction)
  Found exit_institution as an abstraction for bart_exit
    (The cross index locking_door of exit_building)
    (is type constrained by barrier)
    (and exit_turnstile is of that type)
    (Used observable feature exit_turnstile)
  Found exit_building as a specialization of exit_institution
Found exit_building as possible alternative for bart_exit
Ending projection on step bart_exit
Ending default mode

project returns exit_building as a substitution for bart_exit

Working on step exit_building
Action exit_building has been adapted and performed.
  (No failing outcome)

Finished adapting bart_proc

Figure 19b: Trace of exiting NYC subway.
4. Summary

A planner that has access to general plans (alternately abstract or high-level plans) is flexible because such plans will apply to a large number of situations. A problem for a planner working exclusively with general plans is that many of the details associated with more specific plans (e.g. sequencing information and causal relationships) must be recomputed. For a planner that works from more specific plans the situation is reversed: There is a wealth of detail, but there are problems with flexibility. Adaptive planners foreground specific plans, but gain flexibility, in situations where the old plan and the planner's current circumstances diverge, by having access to more general plans.

One application domain for adaptive planners is commonsense planning. Commonsense planning situations have been characterized as being knowledge intensive, but there are other characteristics of these types of situations that make adaptive planning an appropriate model for describing human activity in this domain. A second characteristic is that human planners in such situations appear to work from large chunks of knowledge. That is, rather than taking small atomic operations and using robust techniques to combine them into plans, human planners largely work from previously constructed plans, varying them to meet the demands of the new situation. Varying old plans, as opposed to reconstructing them from scratch, works in commonsense situations because human activity seems to be highly habitualized. A third characteristic of commonsense planning situations has to do with levels of specificity. Due to the habitual nature of commonsense planning situations, and for reasons of parsimony in processing, specific plans tend to be foregrounded

Adaptive planning makes the background knowledge associated with an old specific plan explicit. By making the content and organization of the background knowledge explicit, it becomes possible to re-use an old plan in a wider variety of situations.

The PLEXUS knowledge network allows for several kinds of background knowledge: taxonomic, partonomic, causal, and role. PLEXUS uses the taxonomic structure not only for the purposes of property inheritance, but also as a basis for performing two important reasoning functions: abstraction and specialization. The partonomic structure is used to aid in determining the piece of network which needs to be refitted in a given situation. The causal knowledge serves several functions: It identifies the abstraction which preserves the purpose of the old step, supplies appropriateness conditions, and provides dependency links between steps. The role relations are used by PLEXUS for cross indexing purposes.

The adaptive process can be decomposed into two important components: strategic control and situation matching. Strategic control works as a function of the type of difference that is occurring between the old plan and the new situation. Situation matching works by using the position of the old plan in a planning network as a starting point for finding a match to the planner's current circumstances.

Strategic control performs several functions: It determines the portion of the plan which needs to be refit, provides features which need to be abstracted out of
a failing step, and suggests cues for specialization. Each of these strategic characteristics is determined by the type of situation difference.

PLEXUS recognizes four types of situation difference. One type of situation difference occurs when a precondition of a step fails. A second type occurs when the outcome of a performed step does not match the expected outcome from the old plan. A third type of situation difference is caused by the planner determining a goal in the new context that has no correspondent in the old plan. A fourth type of situation difference occurs when the planner is forced to perform a step out of order. Each type of situation difference manifests slight variations on the basic process of accommodating differences.

PLEXUS treats the failing steps of the old plan as representative of the category of action it needs to eventually perform. By a process of situation matching, PLEXUS first determines what is in common between the two situations (abstraction), and then determines an alternate interpretation which is a better match for the new situation (specialization). During abstraction PLEXUS removes the details from the old plan step that made it inappropriate in the current context. During specialization PLEXUS determines a more appropriate example from which to interpret its course of action.

The situation matching process is driven by the interaction of planning knowledge and the current situation. The interaction works in both directions. In the direction of planning knowledge to situation, the old plan serves as a basis for interpreting the actions of other agents and the various objects in the new situation. Moreover, it provides the planner with a course of action. In the direction of situation to planning knowledge, it is the situation which provides selection cues that aid the planner in determining an alternate course of action when complications arise (and thereby acts to control access to knowledge).
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